Metrc Support Bulletin
Bulletin Number: LA_IB_002
Contact Point: Metrc® Support

Distribution Date: 4/18/19

Effective Date: 4/22/19

Subject: New Features Release

Reason: Metrc is providing details on the newest enhancements for the system.
Greetings Metrc® Users,
Metrc® is pleased to provide information on our upcoming enhancements within the software. On April
22nd, 2019, the Edit Strains and Edit Items sections of Metrc will be updated to prevent the ability to
modify the name of a Strain/Item once it has been used. Users with plants permissions will now have a
change strains button to take corrective action on a plant if it was incorrectly identified under a different
strain.
Any user with plants permissions will now be able to see two new columns for Group and Group Type
within their Vegetative and Flowering grids. All users with packages permissions will now have a Source
Package column within their Packages grid. Please see the sections below for detailed descriptions of
these changes.

Edit Strains
Please note that if the following has not occurred, then strains will still be available to edit:
-

A strain name has not been associated to an Immature Plant Batch or Veg/Flowering plant

** If the strain has been used, the Name field would be restricted. Also, upon selecting Save Strains
the user would receive an error. Other fields within the strain can be edited.
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Edit Items
Please note that if the following has not occurred, then items will still be available to edit:
-

The item has not been previously used in a package
The item has not been finished or discontinued

** If the item has been used, the Name field would be restricted. Also, upon selecting Save Items the
user would receive an error. Other required fields within the item can be edited.

Changing Strains
If a user identifies that an incorrect strain was designated to an Immature Plant Batch or a
Vegetative/Flowering Plant, they can select the Change Strain button.

For Plant Batches, the user will be able to update the strain for the plant batch that was identified as
incorrect. The "New Strain" option will be the selectable list of active strains created within the license.
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** If some plants within the immature batch have been transitioned to a new growth phase, they will
not be updated by the immature batch strain change.

For Vegetative or Flowering Plant(s), the user will be able to select the plant(s) that were identified as
incorrect. The "New Strain" option will be the selectable list of active strains within the license.

** If multiple plants are selected, a template can be used.
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Group and Group Type Columns
Any user that has plant permissions will now see two additional columns within their Vegetative and
Flowering grids. The Group column will indicate the Immature Plant Group that specific plant came
from. The Group Type column will indicate whether the plant came from a seed or clone, which is
designated during the immature planting section of Metrc.

Source Package Column
Any user that has package permissions will now see an additional column within their Packages grid. The
Source Package column will indicate to the user which package tag was used to create the current
package. If multiple packages went into the creation of a new package, then the user will see (multipackage) opposed to a single tag. If a package wasn’t created from another package, the area will be
blank.

Metrc Support
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Please feel free to email support@metrc.com or call 877-566-6506 with any questions. Metrc support is
available Monday-Saturday over the phone and email, and email only on Sunday.
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